Take our KS4/5 Screen Free Challenge. On 5th Feb aim for 10 of our screen free activities.
no laptop—no tablet—no phone—no console. Do something different for your own wellbeing. Good luck!
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•
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Play a board game

Try to think about the composition of the picture

Take one of the
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you have read this
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’State of the Planet’

for collecting specimens .

‘More or Less: Behind the stats’

Get musical
Do you play an
instrument?
Sing? Rap

*Beat the Teacher* Download the

'Map My Run by Underarmour' You can
Run, Cycle or Walk 5km. PE Teachers will
be sharing their efforts on Instagram
@lns_pedept. Share yours with us on your
PE Google Classroom, or your tutors. Good
Luck.

Scientific Nature
Tuesday, 16 February is Shrove Tuesday. It Get cooking!
Walk. You can pick any marks the start of the Christian period of
every time you say a
spot near you to walk.
noun, try and put an
Lent. You may know it as Pancake Day! Make some tapas
Consider going to a park
Today's task is to practice your pancake
adjective before it. Do
or hors d’oeuvres
(or garden) where there
making.
this ALL day
will be more nature to
for your lunch.
experience. Bring a
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Podcast
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Verbal challenge:

Get a member of your
household to take photos of you completing
your challenges and
share them with your
teacher.

Conduct a traffic
count. Tally the
different types of
vehicles that pass
your house in
both directions.
Do this twice a
day for 10 mins.
How can you present your data?

